
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Ultimate 

Make Money Online 

Guide 



 

 11 Ways To Grow Your YouTube Channel And Make Money From Google 

Adsense 

 
 Let's Make $100 Per Day With CPA - $2500+ Per Month With One Niche Website 

- Beginners Guide 
 

 
 Make $500+ Per Month With ClickBank 

 
 How To Choose A Clickbank Product to Promote And Make Money - An Expert 

Guide 

 

 
 AdSense Approval Trick - Unlimited AdSense Approval Trick 2019 

 
 Learn How To Make Money with Hubpages? (Let's Make $300 To $1,500 Passive 

Income For Your Life) 

 

 
 How To Make $20+ Per Day With CPA + Craigslist Method 

 
 How To Make Money From SEOclerks & Fiverr Drop-shipping Method 

 
 
 

Congratulation! You made awesome decision and you are just about to read 11 top money 

making method out there. In this guide I combined all the info to time point, no fluff no 

junk talk. Start reading and implement, you can make $50/day guaranteed! Good Luck 



Let's Make Money from Quora - Beginners Guide to Make Money Without A 

Website 

 
 

Lot of people were asking me methods where they can make money without a website. So today, we 

are going to discuss the exact CPABuild method which i used in the past and lot of my mentees still 

use this to make money... You can scale this method from $10 per day to $100 per day easily within 

30 days with different games. So without further ado... let's get started... 

 

 
Join CPABUILD Network - CPABuild.com 

And Join OGAds Network - OGAds.com 

 

(Best CPA Networks For This Quora Method) 
 

 
So if anyone doesn’t know about Quora, it is a very big questions and answers site and it allows 

posting link with your answer. So we are going to use this to our advantage and make some money 

in a proper way. (You can use the same method with yahoo answers with a twist if you like but 

Quora is really popular nowadays) 

 

 
So here are the topics we are gonna discuss in this post – 

1. How Do Quora work? 

2. How to use CPABuild Method To make Money with Quora. 

3. Some important tips to apply this method properly. 

4. My final thoughts on this method. 
 

 
=============== 

 

 
1. How Quora works – 

The Quora platform is very much like yahoo answers or any other Q&A forums. Someone ask a 

Question and then the community Answers it and then the question with most engagement raise to 

the front page. 

 

 
There is a very big community of people on every topic so surely if everything is done correctly you 

will get a good amount of quality traffic to your website. 

 

 
And that is all about quora and now let’s discuss how to implement this whole method. 

https://cpabuild.com/r/26953
https://ogads.com/?r=138834


=============== 
 

 
2. How to use CPABuild method to make money with quora? 

 

 
So basically we are gonna use Quora to drive traffic to CPABuild Game Offers. By the way this is 

Quality traffic and this traffic is very targeted. 

 

 
Step - 1 - After creating a account on CPABuild Click On "Templates" 

Step - 2 - Then Click On "Templates And Stats" Then you will see many games and other lockers. 

Step - 3 - So Click On "Links" Button Of The Game you wanna promote. 

Step - 4 - Then Click on "Get URL" 

Step - 5 - Use this game url on quora question after shorting it with Bitly or other shorteners. 
 

 
=============== 

 

 
Method - 1 - Step By Step Guide - Let's get started... 

 

 
1. Create 2 Quora accounts. 

2. Ask a question with one account and ask this in a way that it gives an idea of being very new to 

the whole niche. Most Quora questions Rank in Google top 10 easily. So Ask 

What/How/When/Which Type of questions. Google prefer these kind of questions. 

3. Now, with the other account answer it. 
 

 
=============== 

=============== 

=============== 
 

 
Here is an example of a question and answer that can make you money. 

 

 
Q. How Can I Hack PUBG? (Use Quora Account - 1) 

 

 
Answer - Use Quora Account - 2 



 

PUBG hacking, this might sound fascinating for some people but in actual reality how much potential 

this term has? Let’s find out here. 

 

 
=========Add 1 PUBG Game Image Here=========== 

 

 
The answer is Yes. It is possible to some extent. Actually, there are numerous types of Hacking. 

 

 
It can be hacked on both Android and iOS. As both of these offers the same flaw. Android devices 

are rooted and iOS devices are Jailbreaked. But it can only be hacked if the device is rooted 

otherwise you won’t be able to hack it. 

 

 
Same with iOS too. The best OS for instant hacking is Android. Android is very easy to design for and 

also it even has emulators for PC. On the other hand, Apple has a bit strict policy regarding their 

apps on apps store which eventually makes it harder to get hacked into iOS. 

 

 
=====Add Any Basic YT PUBG Tutorial Video Here===== 

 

 
I find a website and it has hacking tool for PUBG Game for free. You must check it out today at - 

www.example.com (Add Your CPABuild Game Hack Offer Link) 

 

 
I know Hacking a game is Cheating But it also has a prize to risk for. You will get unlimited free UC 

and Battle Points from this generator so you must try it today and Get your free UC and BP and play 

PUBG like a boss!!! :) 

 

 
=============== 

=============== 

=============== 
 

 
Method - 2 

 

 
Step 1 - Go To Google and Type :- 

 

 
Name of the game + hack 

http://www.example.com/


OR 

Name of the game + cheat 
 

 
Step 2 - If you see any Quora question in top 10 then answer that question with the exact method as 

above with your First Quora account. 

 

 
Step 3 - Create 3-4 new Quora accounts and upvote your Quora answer with these 3-4 accounts. 

Don't forgot to say thanks/thank you to your answer and click on the share button too. (Sharing and 

commenting on your Quora answer will get your answer in Top Answer within 1-2 days) 

 

 
This method also works really nice and you can make handsome amount of money with 

Google+Quora traffic. 

 

 
Example - https://www.quora.com/Are-there-any-free-PUBG-cheats 

 

 
=============== 

=============== 

=============== 
 

 
So these 2 Quora methods made me $1000+ monthly many times when a popular Game launch. If 

you wanna make more money then apply this method for 10 popular games and give your CPABUILD 

Game Hack Offer Links in the answer box and you will easily earn more money with this method. 

 

 
=============== 

 

 
Some important tips to apply this method properly – 

 

 
1. Use the likes and sharing to rank the question in the Quora forum. 

2. Sometimes you should not add your link immediately. Edit your answer after 2-3 days and then 

put your CPABuild offer link. 

3. Never direct link CPA offers. Use bitly or other url shorteners. 
 

 
=============== 

http://www.quora.com/Are-there-any-free-PUBG-cheats


 

In my final thoughts, it is a great method to get quality traffic to your website Or CPA offers. Use it 

wisely to make money and make sure your answer don't look spammy. Use 1 high quality image, 1 

YT tutorial video and a good 200+ words answer. You can copy paste your answers from related 

wikipedia page or any related micro niche website. 

 

 
You can use this method to make money from ClickBank, Commission Junction, ShareAsale sites too. 

Just use it with a twist. 

 

 
I will be coming with more methods to make money from CPABuild offers without a website in the 

future also. So, You must create a account with CPABuild today.. 
 
 
 
 



How to Make $1,000 per Month from One YouTube Video 
 
 

Instant YouTube Ranking - Rank Your Video #1 In YouTube & Google - The Unlisted Method With My 

Twists. 

 

 
Many people were asking me about this Instant #1 Youtube Video Ranking Method, it always been 

here, it always worked for me, i made over $1000+ Per Month with Webhosting, Clickbank, CPA 

Offers, CJ Affiliates From This Method. If you do this correctly then you can make the same/more 

money within a month. The best part is you don't need a website just use your affiliate link in the 

comment section and pinned it to the top. 

 

 
So let’s get started... 

---------------------------------------------------- 

Requirements:- 

 
 

1. Join CPABUILD Network - CPABuild.com. And Join OGAds Network - OGAds.com 

2. An Affiliate/Business/Service/Promotion Video (Download High Quality Related Video Of 

Your Niche From www.dailymotion.com And Upload it to Youtube - Make Sure It is not 

already uploaded on Youtube.) 

3. Your Website/Affiliate link should be directly related to the video, high search volume 

keyword to target large audience. 

4. Buy Fast High Retention Youtube Real Human Views From This Guy Or From MSP Panel - 

bit.ly/2S5NVcV 

 

 
--------------------------------------------------- 

Step By Step Process:- 
 

 
1. Upload the Video in Unlisted Mode (you must set it BEFORE you upload) the video should 

not be public NOT even for a second! 

 

 
2. Your Title Must Have Your Main Keyword For 2 Times. (Example - Pregnancy Miracle - My 

Honest Opinion About Pregnancy Miracle Book) 

 

 
3. You should have a Description that looks like this: 

A. (Description - 500 Words Article - Copy Paste It From Anywhere) 

B. (Insert Keywords - Upto 5) 

C. (Insert Title Here Again) 

D. (Insert Your Youtube Video Link Here) 

https://cpabuild.com/r/26953
https://ogads.com/?r=138834
http://www.dailymotion.com/
https://a.seoclerks.com/linkin/761618/Social-Networks/186926/1000-Non-Drop-YouTube-Vie-ws-with-fast-delivery


 

4. Add Your Affiliate/Website link in the comment section and pin that comment so it will stay 

on top, don't add your link in the video description. 

 

 
5. Start Youtube High Retention Views ( Get 2K-20K in 24 hours - Depends on your niche 

competition) it shouldn't cost much nowadays. The YT Views traffic retention MUST be at 

least 75% from your video, so if it's a 2 min video get 90s retention views (Note: Do not use 

mobile bot views, it has to be Real human views) 

 

 
6. After Buying High Retention View Buy This Service So Your Video Will Look Natural To 

Youtube - bit.ly/2zUPBil (33+ Youtube custom comments + 33 Youtube Channel 

Subscribers + 33 Youtube Shares And 33 likes within 12-24 hours ) 

 

 
7. After 48 hours go to youtube and change the video status from UNLISTED to PUBLIC, and 

hold on for 15 minutes. After 15 minutes, you should see the results of your video on #1 

Position if you followed every step as i mentioned! 

 

 
------------------------------------------------------ 

My Thoughts for This Method:- 
 

 
This is a very popular Method but with My Twists, it's not a TRICK. This is how youtube determine if 

a new video gained traction fast over the network, the NEW video effect is on, for youtube all the 

traffic got to the video "at once" at the same exact moment you switched the video to public, it may 

stay there for a while it may move up it may drop down, i can't really know what youtube decide 

over it and how they are going to index it. 

--------------------------------------------------------- 

Note:- 

1. Video Length Must Be between 2 Minutes to Upto 1 Hour And It Must Be at least 720p in 

quality. 

 

 
2. If you see your video on #2 or upto #20 then order more high retention views. 

 

 
3. You can also Order GSA Backlinks Blast From This Guy To Push Your Video on #1 Position On 

Google & Youtube - bit.ly/2xRVsDD (Recommended) 
 
 

https://a.seoclerks.com/linkin/761618/youtube/528172/33-Youtube-custom-comments-33-Youtube-Channel-Subscribers-33-Youtube-shares-And-33
https://a.seoclerks.com/linkin/761618/Link-Building/533256/200-000-GSA-SER-SEO-Backlinks


11 Ways To Grow Your YouTube Channel And Make Money From Google 

Adsense 
 

1. Always Choose A Eye Catching & Attractive Thumbnail. 

 
2. Make your Title Short (50 characters or less) and Interesting And ClickBaity. (Try to add words 

which are really famous or have high searches. For Example - If you are a Vlogger visiting Paris 

Then Use Your title like this - “Eiffel Tower - Why Tourists Love This Place In Paris?) 

 
3. Pick High Searches Related Tags that will be Good for SEO And Views. 

 
4. Write a Good Video Description. Aim to write video descriptions that are between 300-500 

words. This is long enough to provide a detailed description of your video, but short enough that 

it won’t be overly burdensome to read. 

 
5. Try keeping your videos to around 3 minutes. Research by Buffer Social shows the ideal length 

of a YouTube video is 2 minutes and 54 seconds. 

 
6. Upload a transcript of your video in English. 

 
7. Post early and often. If you have lot of content then post daily if not then post on Fridays so 

you will get more views on Saturday and Sundays. 

 
8. Tell something interesting in the beginning of the first 15 seconds of your video so people will 

hook up till the end of your video. 

 
9. Create spin-off videos to capitalise on trending content. Take advantage of popular and 

trending searches by creating videos that will rank for these trending keywords. Google Trends 

(https://trends.google.com/trends) can help you figure out which ones to target. 

 
10. In the end Add subscribe button and tell everyone to Please subscribe to your Channel And 

Watch other videos and share them as well to support the channel. 

 
11. Follow - "Monkey See, Monkey Do" Saying In all your Youtube videos. Whenever you post a 

video Buy 100+ Youtube Video Likes (Service Link - bit.ly/2FCTnBQ ) ASAP. So when new visitors 

will see your video and see 100+ likes they will Like your video too. This is human psychology. 

 
The goal of a video is to be seen. By taking a few small steps, you can dramatically increase the 

number of people who watch your video and want to engage with your organization, without 

spending extra money on digital advertising. 

 

https://a.seoclerks.com/linkin/761618/youtube/151614/give-you-120-Youtube-Likes-VERY-FAST-now-only


Let's Make $100 Per Day With CPA - $2500+ Per Month With One Niche 

Website - Beginners Guide 

 
 

I am going to teach you my niche website method which i follow for CPA. I am going to tell you the 

Exact Method how i earned $2500+ (Check Attached Screenshots) in a month from one website with 

SEO and you can follow this exact method and make the same amount of money too. 

 

 
As you can see in attached screenshots that my earnings from this Fortnite CPA website was $50 to 

$190 a day. I still make $50 to $250 passive income from my CPA websites only and If you follow this 

method then you can earn the same amount too. 

 

 
My CPA Niche - Gaming - Fortnite 

Keyword - "Fortnite V Bucks Hack" 

Join CPABUILD Network - CPABuild.com 

And Join OGAds Network - OGAds.com 

 

 
=============== 

So Let's Get Started... 
 

 
Now the process of ranking a CPA website is no different then ranking any other website so if you 

have some basic understanding it will definitely help. 

 

 
But if you don’t know anything about SEO or ranking website that’s not a problem because I will 

explain everything you need to know to rank in this post. 

 

 
So first, let me state all the points I will explain – 

 

 
A. Choosing a keyword + Competition analysis for the chosen keywords. 

B. Basic site setup and structure. 

C. Content generation for the website. 

D. Backlinks, SMO, and On Page & Off-Page SEO 

E. Some bonus tricks to outrank other websites. 

F. My final thoughts on ranking a CPA website. 
 

 
=============== 

https://cpabuild.com/r/26953
https://ogads.com/?r=138834


 

A. Choosing a keyword + Competition analysis for the chosen keywords for your CPA website- 
 

 
Choosing a keyword is definitely the first thing everyone has to decide for the ranking process. Now, 

choosing a keyword can be done In many ways and there are different software and services 

available for that process. So here are some basic steps for CPA website keyword research. 

 

 
1. Decide a niche you want to rank for, in this example, we will go for game hack niche as it most 

famous in CPA. 

 

 
2. The keyword of the popular game to rank for. The process starts with a simple google search 

. 

Name of the game + hack 

Name of the game + cheat 

. 

Now, take a look at the top 3 websites ranking. 
 

 
=============== 

 

 
B. Time to Analyze these websites. 

For analysis purposes, you can use different software like Moz site analysis tool. Now there are 

things to look for in deciding if the top 3 websites are easily outrankable or not. 

 

 
1. First is the amount of content on the website 

2. Backlinks to the website 

3. Age of the website 
 

 
These are most of the time enough information to decide if it is a good keyword to rank for. 

 

 
Now go point by point on-site analysis factors – 

 

 
1. Content on the website – As with time google definitely promoting longer pieces of material and 

the 1000 words minimum is not gonna cut. 



 

In the case of CPA game website just check the amount of content first rank website has and have at 

least 2 times that on your website. We will discuss content in very detailed later. 

 

 
2. Backlinks – this is probably the best indicator if a website is new or an authority site, but with 

experience, anyone can tell just by looking at a website if it is an authority site or not. 

 

 
As I told before there are tools to know backlink count Moz bar, Semrush, SEOquake extension etc. 

 

 
Age of website – it also plays a very important role in ranking but there are ways to get around it but 

if a domain is old and have a good reputation they are easier to rank. 

We will discuss this aged domain, PBNs, parasite pages to rank etc further down the post. 
 

 
=============== 

 

 
C. Content generation for the website and on-page SEO – 

 

 
Content generation is probably the thing that most people struggle with. But before that, we will 

discuss the structure of your website. 

 

 
SILO structure – this is basically how many pages and posts will your website have and how they are 

connected. 

 

 
Now the Content Generation – if you can write decent content, then you will do alright. Just prepare 

to write huge amount as I said before, 2-3 times your competitor. 

 

 
Now once you are done with content and structure, time for on-page SEO. Do this while you are 

writing the content and then publish it. Tool - https://seorch.eu/ 

 

 
Now once your website is done send it for indexing on multiple search engines. Use any free 

indexer/pinger to ping search engines. 

 

 
In google add your website to search console and do fetch from the panel and also submit a sitemap 

of your website and your website will be indexed within 2 days. 



 

Now wait couple of days and then after your website is indexed, start the off page SEO. 
 

 
=============== 

 

 
D. Backlinks, SMO and off-page SEO – Either do this by yourself or hire someone to do it for you 

 

 
For the off page start with social signals like from facebook etc. You can buy them at very cheap here 

–  bit.ly/2LKixN4 
 

 
Go slow with the off-page stuff as you want it to look as legit as possible. 

 

 
Then the Backlinks – Just buy some good quality backlinks and also for this go very slow. You can buy 

them here in this order with 5 days gap... 

 

 
1. All In One SEO Link Building Package - bit.ly/1hfdR2l 

 

 
2. Blog Comments From These 2 Sellers – 

bit.ly/1hfeVmO (I Buy this 1 Time for 1 Website) 

bit.ly/1SVydcF (I Buy this 2 Times for 1 Website 

 

3. Do-Follow Forums Profile Links - 

bit.ly/2y4Bubp 

 

4. Niche Related Blog Comments - 

bit.ly/2tc8RUD 

 

The ranking of a website can take some time so be patient and keep working. But you will see results 

from the very first day if you follow the full guide. 

 

 
Now PBN – do them carefully because google does not like this at all. So i highly recommend you to 

follow 90/10 ratio for PBN. 

https://a.seoclerks.com/linkin/761618/Link-Building/562728/1200-Mixed-Social-Signals-From-6-Social-Media
http://a.seoclerks.com/linkin/761618/Link-Building/258387/All-In-One-Manual-SEO-Link-Building-Package
http://bit.ly/1hfeVmO
http://bit.ly/1hfeVmO
http://a.seoclerks.com/linkin/761618/scrapebox-blasts/384813/100-SEO-blog-comments-backlinks-pr2-to-pr6
https://a.seoclerks.com/linkin/761618/Forum-Signature-Links/547133/ULTRA-DOFOLLOW-Manual-60-Authority-Forum-Profile-Links-from-DA40-to-Boost-Rank
https://a.seoclerks.com/linkin/761618/blog-comments/553293/Provide-80-Niche-Relevant-Blog-Comment-High-Quality


 

I would recommend you to make them your self or outsourced with a good seller. 
 

 
FINAL STEP - 5 

http://bit.ly/2F4vzSf (I Buy this 2-3 times - 10 Days Gap) 
 

 
Note- De-indexing of a CPA website, DMCA claims and stuff like that can happen in the CPA gaming. 

If that happens then do message me on FB. I'll help you to revoke your Google penalty within 10 

Days. 

 

 
Indexing - Use a Paid indexer or Do Tier 2 GSA Blast For Indexing all Your Backlinks - 

bit.ly/2xRVsDD 

 

 
=============== 

 

 
E. Some bonus tricks to outrank other websites – 

 

 
The bonus trick is very simple but very very effective. It is related to youtube, so here are the steps – 

Once you are done with all the above steps then record your screen working on your website and 

make a video of it. 

 

 
Like a tutorial. 

Then buy/create a youtube account. 
 

 
Then upload the video and link to your website from the comment section and pin the comment. 

 

 
Do not put the link in the description put it in the comment only and pinned it after that. 

 

 
Then send some views to it 2000-3000 views, likes, and comments. 

 

 
YT Views - bit.ly/2NQ6YcA 

YT Likes & Shares - bit.ly/2y2Fo1f 

http://bit.ly/2F4vzSf
https://a.seoclerks.com/linkin/761618/Link-Building/533256/200-000-GSA-SER-SEO-Backlinks
https://a.seoclerks.com/linkin/761618/youtube/421275/1000-To-1500-Super-Quality-YouTube-Views-Non-Drops
https://a.seoclerks.com/linkin/761618/youtube/489785/30-YouTube-Likes-30-YouTube-subscribes-and-10-YouTube-shares


 

By doing this there is definitely more chances of you to make money from the very first day. 
 

 
This trick always works for me but the only requirement is a good keyword. 

 

 
=============== 

 

 
E. My final thoughts on ranking a CPA website – As good as CPA website ranking is and you can make 

100+ dollars a day with this, try to use this for Whitehat CPA niches also because they live much 

longer than hack and cheat keywords. 

 

 
Ideal CPA Website - https://freexboxlivecodes.club/ 

 

 
I hope you found this post really useful and now the next step for you is to GET STARTED and MAKE 

MONEY FROM CPA. If i can make $100+ a Day from 1 Website Only Then You Can Also Do That With 

This Exact Method. 

 

 
I attached my CPA earning screenshots (Fortnite Website) so it will motivate you to earn the same 

$100+ Per day amount or better. 
 
 



Make $1500+ Per Month With ClickBank 
 
 

Let's Make $1500+ Per Month With ClickBank 
 

 
Most online marketers know ClickBank and if you don't I'll explain exactly what it does just below... 

 

 
Let's get started.... 

 

 
Usually people sign up, Choose out a crappy product and wonder how it can actually make sales. 

Then, they try to send unrelated random traffic at it and seeing that nobody bought it, about at 

Clickbank platform and call it crap. Sounds familiar? 

 

 
But let's jump right in with a little catch up lesson, for those of you who don't understand what I'm 

talking about right now. I am going to explain everything from scratch... 

 

 
=============== 

 

 
So, What is Clickbank? 

While many people will call Clickbank yet another affiliate network, that's not all it is. The platform is 

more of a marketplace for product creators and affiliates to make money together. 

 

 
=============== 

 

 
ClickBank Metric - Really Important To Know These Factors 

 

 
Initial $/sale: The average amount of money affiliates make per sale. 

 

 
Avg %/sale - The % of the sales price affiliates take as a commission on average. 

 

 
Grav - Gravity, the number of affiliates that sold this product in the last 12 weeks. 

 

 
Avg Rebill Total - Average $USD affiliates take as a commission as a result of rebills. 



 

Avg %/Rebill - % of rebills paid to the affiliate, on average. 
 

 
=============== 

 

 
What is a great product to promote? 

Here are the things we look for when it comes to screening offers to promote: 
 

 
1. Low cost initial offer. 

2. Video sales pages & "native" sales pages. 

3. Products with good reviews online (low refunds = more money and less list burnout) 

4. Gravity 50-100 (means that the page converts fairly well) 

5. Choose old stabilised product instead of new. 
 

 
=============== 

 

 
How To Make Money from ClickBank - Top 10 Traffic Methods? 

 

 
1. CREATE A PLATFORM/BLOG/WEBSITE 

 

 
Create a website on your niche area. Have some well-structured niche related pages and blog posts 

that give a lot of value and information on the subject. You could include product reviews or articles 

on how to solve particular problems (example - how to get your ex back). Include Clickbank affiliate 

links to your product within your pages and articles. 

 

 
=============== 

 

 
2. CREATE SOME YOUTUBE VIDEOS 

 

 
Create a YouTube channel on your niche and create at least 10 short punchy, informative videos. 

They can include “how to”, product reviews, “10 ways to…” etc. 



If you don’t want to appear in the videos you can have them made by actors on Fiverr - for just a few 

dollars. 

 

 
It is easier to get your YouTube videos ranked than it is to get your website ranked. This is because 

YouTube is owned by Google and therefore it will naturally rank its own sites higher. YouTube also 

receives a huge volume of searches so there is a lot of traffic on there, some of which is interested in 

your niche area! 

 

 
You can include links to your website in the description box below the videos. 

 

 
You can also embed your YouTube videos in your website which will in turn get you more YouTube 

views and push your videos up the ranks. 

 

 
=============== 

 

 
3. DIRECT LINKING / BANNER ADVERTISEMENT 

This one is the most common and very often least profitable. The tactic is simple. Find a somewhat 

related article on your site and slap a banner on the sidebar or in the middle of the article, without 

any form of preselling the product specifically. 

 

 
=============== 

 

 
4. IN CONTENT LINKS 

In content links are usually in line recommendations that are embedded directly in the text. The 

recommendation often comes from the voice of the author and if they've done a good job building 

trust throughout the article/post, the conversion rates will be decent. 

 

 
=============== 

 

 
5. WRITE REVIEWS 

This is one tactic i still use to this day and for good reason: it works! Review traffic is extremely 

targeted and people landing on your page have a very high chance to buy. 

 

 
If your review doesn't look completely biased, there's a good chance they'll trust you and click 

through your link to buy the product. 



 

=============== 
 

 
6. OPT IN 

Create a complementary piece of content to the article. For example, if the article is a list of tips, 

create 3 more tips that people can download. This can be more recipes or anything that is a 

continuation to the content. This way, the people that were engaged enough to read until the end 

will most likely want to trade their email for more. 

 

 
=============== 

 

 
7. EMAIL MARKETING 

This is where things start to be fun. As opposed to people trying to throw traffic to a sales page once 

and then have no chance to see those visitors again, you have their contact details! 

 

 
Note: If you don't have an email marketing service yet, I recommend Aweber because it offers great 

automations for the really low price. 

 

 
=============== 

 

 
8. RETARGETING 

Sadly, this option is becoming more and more popular so I won't be able to enjoy it alone anymore. 
 

 
Using Facebook or any other retargeting service, you can create audiences of people visiting your 

website (minus those who opted in from the site) and advertize lead magnets to them. 

 

 
The process is fairly simple and after a bit of optimization you'll be able to let it run as people get out 

of your retargeting list after a bit. 

 

 
=============== 

 

 
9. SCALING 

Now that you've built the initial funnel, let it run for a little bit. Perhaps start building a second one 

and after a while, decide if it's worth spending more time on it. 



 

If it's making some sales and you want to expand it, all you need to do is pick one area and expand it. 

These include: 

 

 
1. Creating more SEO content around more keywords related to the product you're selling. 

2. Link building your existing content to improve its rankings. 

3, Using paid social to grow the traffic to your content. 

 

=============== 
 

 
10 . OFFER YOUR OWN PRODUCT 

When you've reached a certain scale, you should already be making several thousand dollars per 

month. At this point, it's time to start considering Removing the affiliate offer with your own offer 

and make all the money by yourself... 

 

 
This will allow you to keep all the money coming in and control things. 

 

 
=============== 

 

 
Conclusion - 

 

 
ClickBank is a great, simple place to start replacing things such as Google Adsense or Amazon 

revenue for real sales. It tends to generate much more revenue. 

 

 
=============== 

 

 
Note :- 

1. ClickBank Beginners Tutorial - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q3XAm4zgXX4 
 

 
2. Start with "Make Money Online & Health Niche" Products to promote. They are really easy to 

promote for newbies. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q3XAm4zgXX4


3. If you are unable to create an account at ClickBank then use Clicksure because both are almost 

same. 

 

 
4. Promote recurring products if you want monthly payments from one time sales... 

 

 
5. Use Facebook Paid traffic Or Google Ads Traffic cautiously. They might ban your account for 

promoting ClickBank Products. 

 

 
I attached one of my CB accounts screenshot to motivate you... So let's get started with ClickBank 

and start making money today... 

 

 
=============== 

 

 
Please Don't be a Selfish Person. Kindly Share this Post and Digital Marketing Masterminds Group 

with your Friends so They Can Start Making Money too Because SHARING IS CARING.... 
 
 



How To Choose A Clickbank Product to Promote And Make Money - An 

Expert Guide 

 
 

People often ask me which Clickbank product they should be promoting. Half of the time I just give 

them a strange look because there are just so many things I need to explain in order to answer what 

they think is a simple question. 

 

 
I used to delve into the importance of selecting their niche, passion, doing what they love and all 

that. And they would stand there with their eyes slowly glazing over. 

 

 
They’re not interested in learning. They just want to know the answer. Immediately. 

 

 
The problem with asking a vague question like “which Clickbank product should I promote?” is that 

you expect the answer to be a certain product. It doesn’t work that way. If that were the case then I 

could just go around giving the standard answer to promote my products. Why not? 

 

 
Because if your niche is in infant care, what are your customers going to think when you try to sell 

them a full guide to monetizing a blog? 

 

 
I assure you that conversions will be through the floor, into the basement and tunneling all the way 

to the land down under. ;) 

 

 
The better question to ask is HOW to select a Clickbank product to promote. Now this I can definitely 

help you with. It’s not as cut and dry as it may seem. 

 

 
First let’s talk about Clickbank. For those of you who are new to Internet marketing, Clickbank is the 

largest online marketplace for digital products. It connects vendors who create products, to affiliate 

marketers who will promote and sell them. 

 

 
There are thousands of products on the marketplace in every niche you can think of. 

 

 
One of the great things about Clickbank is that they provide safe and secure payments. Which is why 

their database of affiliates is massive. 

 

 
So with thousands of products to choose from, how do you select a Clickbank product to promote? 



 

Here are my Top 5 Tips for Clickbank... 
 

 
=============== 

 

 
1 – Gravity and Filters 

 

 
Many first time affiliates just get lost in the Clickbank Marketplace due to the sheer number of 

products available. 

 

 
By default, the results are displayed by popularity. However popularity doesn’t necessarily mean 

sales and conversions. So on top of looking at popularity, sort out products by gravity. This measures 

how many unique affiliates have successfully sold the product within the last 12 weeks. 

 

 
I wouldn’t recommend trying to promote a product that has very low gravity. This pretty much 

means that no one is buying it. So choose 50-100 gravity if this is going to be your first project. 

 

 
Another way to narrow down your search is by using the “Filters” tool provided by Clickbank. This 

allows you to filter results based on different factors. 

 

 
Examples of how to use “Filters” to improve your results include: 

 

 
A. Selecting a minimum and maximum gravity score of products. 

B. The initial $ per sale to see the amount of money you would earn. 

C. The average Rebill total will show you how much you could make from recurring payments (I’ll get 

into this later) 

 

 
=============== 

 

 
2 – Look for Longevity 

 

 
A high ticket item may give you a large commission payout straight up, but if it’s a one-time sale, 

then that’s all you’ll be getting. Instead seek out products that serve the customer on a long term 

basis. I’m talking about Rebills. 



 

These are recurring commissions that will go to your account every month for as long as that 

customer continues making payments. 

 

 
Now this is true passive income. 

 

 
You can make one sale, then months and even years down the line, you can still be profiting from 

that initial sale. Without having to do anything. 

 

 
=============== 

 

 
3 – Checking Out The Backend 

 

 
Everybody loves a good backend. But no one really understands the value of a backend better than a 

smart affiliate. 

 

 
Before you commit yourself to promoting a certain product, first go through the vendor’s sales 

funnel. 

 

 
You want to get the most out of a product. And by doing this you need to know exactly what the 

sales funnel is. Check for upsells and pricing. Look at the sales pages and value of the one-time 

offers. 

 

 
Ask the vendor directly or check out the provided affiliates page. The top vendors will let all their 

affiliates know exactly what the product is about and whether or not there are any upsells. 

 

 
And that brings me to my fourth tip. 

 

 
=============== 

 

 
4 – The Affiliates Tools Page 



Any vendor worth their salt will provide an affiliates tools page. To make your life easier, promote 

products where vendors offer such support. As it is, there’s a ton of work that needs to be done in 

order to set up your campaign and reach potential customers. 

 

 
So take advantage of the affiliates tools pages by using the professionally designed banner ads, 

keyword target lists, free reports to give away, email swipes and more. 

 

 
This will make your work flow more efficient and it’ll be so much easier to do your pre-selling before 

sending your reader to the landing page. 

 

 
=============== 

 

 
5 – Contact The Vendor Directly 

 

 
I’m not too keen on people who write reviews for products they haven’t even seen, let alone used. 

By doing this you could lose the trust and respect of your audience, especially if they eventually buy 

the product through you and find that your claims were false. 

 

 
That’s why I suggest contacting the vendor directly and request for a review copy. Alternately you 

can buy the product directly. Test out the product and see how the vendor handles customer 

support. This will give you a clearer picture of whether or not you really want to promote the 

product. Keep in mind that if you promote a product that turns out not to be very good, it can end 

up hurting your reputation and erode your relationship with your audience. 

 

 
=============== 

 

 
Final Tip - Start With 1. Make Money Online Or 2. Health Niche Products These 2 categories converts 

really well. 

 

 
=============== 

 

 
My 5 Project Recommendations For Beginners :- 

 

 
1. The Big Diabetes Lie 

2. 4 Offers: Fat Burning Kitchen, 101 Anti-aging Foods, Truthaboutabs Etc 



3. Paidsocialmediajobs .com - Even Higher Conversions In 2018! 

4. Salehoo Wholesale & Dropship Directory - #1 Affiliate Program 

5. Super Affiliate System - John Crestani's Autowebinar Funnel (view mobile) 
 

 
=============== 

 

 
In Short - 

 

 
1. Low Gravity 50 to 100 Only. 

2. Health & Make Money Niche. 

3. A Nice Landing Page Is Important. 

4. Recurring Products Are Better Than One Time Commission. 

5. Choose "Product Review" & Product Reviews" Keywords And Rank Your Website To make 

Commissions. Such as "The Big Diabetes Lie Review" Or "The Big Diabetes Lie Reviews" 

 

 
=============== 

 

 
Learn How To Rank Your Any Niche Website For Google Top 10 Positions - Beginners Friendly SEO 

Guide - https://www.facebook.com/groups/DMMasterminds/permalink/2022597014472244/ 

 

 
=============== 

 

 
Comment Below & Lemme Know If You need To Ask Anything About This Method. 

http://www.facebook.com/groups/DMMasterminds/permalink/2022597014472244/


AdSense Approval Trick - Unlimited AdSense Approval Trick 2019 
 
 

1. Buy Any .com domain 

2. Before applying for approval make sure domain age is more than 1 month 

3. Select Niche Tech 

4. Create WordPress website 

5. Create About Contact Privacy Page (Mandatory) 

6. Post 15 articles (1 Daily) 

7. Don’t use nulled theme or free themes (use only premium themes) 

8. Don’t insert any external link on homepage (not even of theme owner link) 

9. Leave blank space for advertisement 

10. Don’t put any affiliate or any other ad networks ads on website 

11. Don’t submit your website in webmaster 

12. Now apply for AdSense 

13. AdSense will be approved within 72 hours. 

14. Now just take the backup of Wordpress and database and upload the same backup on 

another domain 

15. Now again apply for AdSense approval but this time use different email and mobile no. 
 

 
In this way you can approve unlimited AdSense… If you need help or have any questions... feel free 

to comment below... 
 
 



Learn How To Make Money with Hubpages? (Let's Make $300 To $1,500 

Passive Income For Your Life) 

 
 

When it comes to online publishing websites, not many players get as big as HubPages and 

Squidoo.(On August 15, 2014, founder Seth Godin announced that HubPages had acquired Squidoo.) 

 

 
It has been around since 2006, so it is not some emerging star in any sense. The site is well 

established and pays its writers, still, it continues to attract and in need of new writers. 

 

 
=============== 

 

 
Can You Really Make Money on Hubpages? 

The promises they make to aspiring writers are that they can make money writing articles online for 

Hubpages and I find the claim to be completely reasonable, but you must hold a realistic 

expectation; the site is not out there to create instant millionaires out of writers, but new recruits 

can expect regular and decent income with their writing skills. 

 

 
How Much You Can Make In A Month? Read More Here - https://hubpages.com/…/The-Highest- 

Paid-Hubbers-Make-650-to… 

 

 
=============== 

 

 
How Does HubPages Work? 

In short, this is the place where they publish articles from writers. 
 

 
Articles, in this context, do have a broad definition here. 

 

 
They accept written work as short as a standard article, and also extended descriptive work, such as 

a one-page website. 

 

 
Ultimately, the choice falls on the users. 



On Hubpages, an article is referred to as a “Hub“, and this hub could be just about anything. Writers 

could create a hub to talk about the 10 most inspiring comic heroes in the Marvels publications, 

grant introduction of oneself, or even some wacky ideas to preserve the earth. 

 

 
While it is true that you’ll need to be somewhat comfortable with words, but the job does not 

necessarily call on impeccable writing skills. People whose writing skills, let us just say that fall into 

that borderline category, have achieved fame here. 

 

 
A characteristic that is definitely helpful is your inclination to say something about most of the things 

around us. It is a good platform to reach out to the mass, and you may just get lucky and garner a 

significant following from this site, which would lay the foundation for successful blogging. 

 

 
=============== 

 

 
How Do You Get Paid with Hubpages? 

 

 
A number of options actually exist (Placing Amazon Ads Link and eBay Affiliate Links and Banners, 

Google Adsense, etc), but the one I find most helpful is Google Adsense. 

 

 
You will still need a hub to be published on the site. After which, you go on with your Adsense ID 

installation, now you are ready to share revenue with Hubpages for your work published there. 

 

 
If somebody clicks on the ads that accompany your article, you are entitled to that share of revenue 

(my guess is ~60% now). 

 

 
=============== 

 

 
Step By Step Start Guide On Hubpages:- 

 

 
If you figure this could be something that may work for you, do the followings and you are ready to 

make some money. 

 

 
1. Sign up at Hubpages. 

2. Sort out your first article and get it published as a hub. (Try popular trending niche or evergreen 

how to articles...) 



3. Apply for an Adsense account (if you don’t have one). Be prepared for Google to take a few days 

to approve it. 

4. Attach your Adsense ID to Hubpages. As you get on to the accounting settings on Hubpages, you 

click the “Affiliate Settings” link. Follow the instructions on how to install your Adsense ID. 

5. It is done. When readers click on the ads or buy from your referral links, you get a share of 

revenue. 

 

 
Basic Youtube Tutorial - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zh3zcjC2UOU 

 

 
=============== 

 

 
Tips To Write A Successful HubPage:- 

 

 
1. Do a Thorough Keyword Search (Popular & Untapped Keywords Are Better) 

Very likely, this is the most significant factor. You need to structure your Title in a way that gels well 

with important keywords. 

 

 
=============== 

 

 
How to Write Catchy Titles and Headlines? 

 

 
A. Keep it short, simple, and to the point 

 

 
a. Free e-book that will help you get X 

b. The ultimate guide to write catchy headlines 
 

 
B. Be clear about your main benefit 

 

 
a. Fast and easy way to increase your investment returns 

b. Create awesome infographics in minutes 

c. Top 3 tips to win in salary negotiations 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zh3zcjC2UOU


C. Announce exciting news (News your audience cares about) 
 

 
a. Introducing the newest idea in distant learning from X 

b. Top SEO Trends from the Past 6 Months 

c. Yes! The new thing improves results but more than expected 
 

 
D. Questions in the headline 

 

 
a. Yes! The new thing improves results, but more than expected? 

b. Do you want to know the top 5 mistakes most bloggers make? 

c. Your boss wants to see you in his office? Read this! 
 

 
E. Appeal to you reader’s hunger for knowledge 

 

 
a. How to stop smoking right now and never start again 

b. Easiest way to run a marathon in under 3 hours 
 

 
F. Tell your audience what to do! 

 

 
a. Subscribe to our service and get X for free! 

b. Stop wasting your budget on social media. Get 10x results from email 

c. Throw away your old snowboard, this is what you need! 
 

 
G. Create the most valuable information resource 

 

 
a. 10 most important tips to make your sex life better 

b. Complete guide to cooking perfect meat every time [with Videos] 

c. 10 secrets that help to make every vacation a dream 
 

 
=============== 



2. Create Good Content 

Suffice to say, more content is always better than less content. Try to make an effort to create at 

least 500 words hubs. If you can help it, go for the 600 — 1500 bracket. 

 

 
And if you can afford the time and effort, furnish the blog with bells and whistles. You can conduct a 

public poll among your audience, incorporate news widget, etc… However, know that the last option 

is more complimentary rather than necessity, but it is a proven approach nevertheless. 

 

 
=============== 

 

 
3. Build Backlinks (Very Important) 

Another useful tactic involves getting links over to your hub. The originating links could be from your 

own blogs or other sources. 

 

 
I Highly Recommend All In One SEO Link Building Package - bit.ly/1hfdR2l (Highly 

Recommendable Gig To Rank Your HubPages In Google For Your Desired Keyword) 

 

 
=============== 

 

 
4. Keep Learning & Adjusting 

As mentioned earlier, there have to be lots of experimentations involved, especially if you are new. 
 

 
One of my mentee created 16 hubs in total, and so far 3 of these are responsible for 80% of his 

traffic. (So More You Write More You Earn For Lifetime.) 

 

 
5. How Much Can You Make on Hubpages? 

I can’t guaranty how much you will make, it depends on many factors such as how many articles you 

write, quality of your article. Again, the amount of money you can make writing for Hubpages 

depends on the number of hubs you have, their quality, and how much traffic they each get. Many 

of my mentees are earning $300 to $1500 Per Month Passive Income. So you should definitely try 

it... 

 

 
Read more here - https://toughnickel.com/self-employment/Hubs-Money (6 Unusual Ways to Make 

Money with HubPages) 

http://a.seoclerks.com/linkin/761618/Link-Building/258387/All-In-One-Manual-SEO-Link-Building-Package


=============== 
 

 
6. Final thoughts on this method – 

 

 
A. You should use Heading and bullet points in your hub. 

B. Add 2-3 images and 1 related video too. 

C. Always use your Amazon and eBay affiliate links with Adsense to maximise your monthly earnings. 

D. Learn from other Hubpages which are related to your hub and has more views and comments. 

F. If you don't know how to write high quality articles in english then hire affordable writers from 

Fiverr (Create Your Free FIverr Account At - bit.ly/2xYDWNq) and publish that article on 

Hubpages. It's a one time investment but you will earn for life with every article you publish on 

Hubpages. 
 
 

https://www.mb103.com/lnk.asp?o=7701&c=918277&a=153676&k=D94437AD4092A4482602592F2473703C&l=10310


How To Make $100+ Per Day With CPA + Craigslist Method 
 
 

Today we are going to learn one more method about CPA. We are going to use Craigslist (Mainly) 

and other classified websites for this method. It is beginner friendly method too... so keep reading.... 

 

 
Let’s list all the points we are gonna discuss – 

 

 
1. What is CPA? 

2. What is Craigslist? 

3. Cautions while using this method. 

4. How to start implementing this method. 

5. Tools and software needed to use this method. 
 

 
Final thoughts on this method. 

 

 
=============== 

 

 
1. What is CPA. ? 

 

 
CPA stands for Cost Per Action. There are multiple companies who pay for providing CPA 

information. But i only recommend OGAds & CPABuild... 

 

 

1. Join CPABUILD Network - CPABuild.com. (Best CPA Network For Beginners) 
 

2. And Join OGAds Network - OGAds.com 

 

 
So they pay you 100% for every person fill the information. 

 

 
=============== 

 

 
3. What is Craigslist? 

https://cpabuild.com/r/26953
https://ogads.com/?r=138834


Craigslist is a website that gives its users a platform to post ads in different niches like selling stuff, 

job offers etc. I am gonna discuss how to monetize but before that, I'll tell you some things you need 

to keep in mind before you need to know to implement it safely. 

 

 
=============== 

 

 
4. Cautions while using this method 

 

 
In any method used for CPA marketing, there is definitely some risk involved because High traffic 

websites hate CPA offers. So you need to careful before posting your direct CPA link on any website. 

(Use url Shortners OR Cloaking.) 

 

 
Now that we have got that clear let’s start the process. 

 

 
=============== 

 

 
5. How to start implementing this method – 

 

 
1. Start with creating an account on the websites. 

2. Then select the niche you want to target. 

3. You can start with job ads because they convert the best or you can use iPhone/Xbox/PS4 

method. (We'll talk later about this) 

 

 
Try to write a very good and legit sounding ad (or copy someone else ad with modification) and then 

put your contact email. Next, you can start with chatting with the people showed interest in your ad 

via email. 

 

 
Then as you should be targeting US popular cities (Or Any 1st world country such as Canada, UK, 

Europe, Japan, Singapore, New Zealand, Australia Etc) in craigslist then you will ask them to 

complete small CPA survey and to share that link with other people to make them fill to qualify for 

the job or to get the iPhone. You can take any survey offer for the USA or other countries from 

OGAds Or CPAbuild. 

 

 
=============== 



So Your Job Post Title should be :- 
 

 
"Earn $120 Per Day For Data Entry Work - 2 Hours Work Daily Required" 

 

 
Or Use iPhone X/IPad/Xbox/PS4 Method... 

 

 
"I Need $250 - Selling My iPhone X Urgent - Mint Condition - Original Bill Included" 

 

 
=============== 

 

 
Your job requirements must be getting over 500 people to fill the surveys and You will definitely get 

500+ response for your iPhone X or Similar gadget ads because you are selling $1000 worth of 

gadgets for $250 only. 

 

 
Then there is the trick using a survey that pays at least $1-$2 per lead and you will be making at least 

$100+ in one day. 
 

 
=============== 

 

 
5. Tools and software needed to use this method – 

 

 
1. Use a good professional looking email id for your contact. 

2. Some people use the auto poster for the craigslist but you do it manually as it is very safe. 

3. Next, you can use Proxies/VPN if you are having issues with a posting of creating ads because of 

location. (Try This Chrome Plugin - 

https://chrome.google.com/…/oofgbpoabipfcfjapgnbbjjaenockbdp) 
 

 
Try these top 10 Classified websites to get more response and traffic to your email address:- 

 

 
https://www.oodle.com/ 

http://www.inetgiant.com/ 

https://geebo.com/ 

https://www.locanto.com/ 

http://www.oodle.com/
http://www.inetgiant.com/
http://www.locanto.com/


https://www.adpost.com/us/ 

http://www.kugli.com/ 

https://www.domesticsale.com/ 

https://www.classifiedads.com/ 

https://ocala4sale.com/ 

http://www.adlandpro.com/ 

 

=============== 
 

 
6. Final thoughts on this method – 

This method is great for making some starting money but always try to create long-term businesses 

with my other tutorials as this method is what its worth a quick cash grab. 

 

 
But give it a try, Do the hard work necessary to succeed and i wish you all the success. 

 

 
If there’s anything you think I’ve missed – talk to me in the comments section below! 

 
 

http://www.adpost.com/us/
http://www.kugli.com/
http://www.domesticsale.com/
http://www.classifiedads.com/
http://www.adlandpro.com/


How To Make Money From SEOclerks & Fiverr Drop-shipping Method 
 
 

In this tutorial, I will show you how to Make Decent Money From SEOclerks & Fiverr. Many of My 

Mentees using This Method and Making $3000+ Per Month without doing any work at all…. 

 

 
So Let's Get Started... 

 

 
What is SEOclerks? 

SEOclerks is a website which is similar to freelance, odesk etc but it’s really affordable website 

because it allows you to buy services from $1 only. You can resell SEOclerks services in Fiverr for $5 

and earn $3 without doing any work. (Final Earnings $4 Because Fiverr Takes $1 Commission Fee Per 

Gig) 

 

 
=============== 

 

 
Create Your Free SEOclerks Account Today At – SEOclerks.com 

Your Free FIverr Account At – Fiverr.com 

You will Need a Payonner Account To Receive Your Earnings From Fiverr. Create Your Free Account 

At Payoneer Today To Receive $3000+ Monthly Directly To Your Bank Account Within 24 Hours – 

Payoneer.com 

 

 
=============== 

 

 
Now, what we gonna do is to learn how to do reselling of other people services and make money 

without doing anything. SEOclerks is not as popular as Fiverr and this is the main advantage of this 

method because we can buy cheaper ($1, $2, $5 Or $100 Services) here and earn money reselling for 

a hire price ($5, $10, $50 Or $500+) in Fiverr. 

 

 
Let's Start and find you Basic Backlinks Gig Example in SEOclerks. 

 

 
SEOclerks - Get You 300 High Quality EDU Backlinks For $2 - bit.ly/2Nd9bd7 

 

 
Now, Let's Check Fiverr for Similar Services. 

https://a.seoclerks.com/linkin/761618
https://www.mb103.com/lnk.asp?o=7701&c=918277&a=153676&k=D94437AD4092A4482602592F2473703C&l=10310
https://share.payoneer.com/nav/xi7O7Ay5f1DbzEXNxO4toMNG3M4ukZOCvZIE7rhYgc3k_pYn1IeKngb8KyrEfuGmut7br_Dw7H1HfESXFEiVww2
https://a.seoclerks.com/linkin/761618/Link-Building/257449/Get-you-300-EDU-backlinks


Fiverr - I Will Do 60 Powerful Edu Gov, Pr9 High Da Backlinks For SEO In $5 - https://bit.ly/2DTpZX5 

 
 

 
As you can see, he has 2 orders in cue. (At the time of writing this post) He is offering 60 EDU 

Backlinks for $5. So you can make $2 with reselling this Gig without doing any work. 

 

 
=============== 

 

 
Another Example :- 

SEOclerks - Provide 5000-6000 High Retention Youtube Views Within 24 Hours for $4 - 

https://bit.ly/2OtbPQE 

 

 
Let's check Fiverr for similar services. 

 

 
Fiverr - I Will Do Viral Youtube Views Promotion - Basic Package 2200 View & 100 Likes For $10 - 

https://bit.ly/2RkaRon 

 

 
As you can see, She also has 2 orders in cue. (At the time of writing this post) She is selling 2200 

Views for $10. So you can make $4 with reselling this Gig without doing any work or You can buy 

Youtube views from SMM Social Media Marketing) Panel at "MSP-Panel . com" for 180 INR Or $2.5 

and Resell it for $10. (Pure Profit $5.5 USD) 

 

 
So What Are You Waiting For? Sign Up For SEOClerks And Fiverr Account And Start Making Money 

Today. Just Buy Any Popular Services From SEOClerks And Resale That Service On Fiverr For Higher 

Price. You Don’t Have To Learn Any Services Because SEOclerks Seller Will D0 All The Work For You 

And You Just Have To Deliver Final Report In Fiverr To Your Buyer. 

 

 
Now, How Easy Is That? 

 

 
=============== 

 

 
Note : 

1. As Soon As Your Fiverr Seller Level Increase, You Will See More Orders In Your Account And So 

Many Clients Will Buy Your Services in Fiverr. So Your Earnings Will Go Skyrocket After Completing 

Initial Orders Successfully. 

https://bit.ly/2DTpZX5


2. Make Sure You Add 1-2 Days Extra In Fiverr For Your Services. So If A SEOclerks Seller IS Delivering 

A Service For 3 Days Then Set Your Fiverr Delivery Time 5 Days. Just To make Sure You Won’t Deliver 

Your Services Late. 

3. Don’t Sale Any Services Which Fiverr Won’t Allow In It’s Platform. 
 

 
So, Let’s Get Started Today And Start Making $3000+ Per Month. 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 



 


